Background: Characterizing the binding preference of RNA-binding proteins (RBP) is essential for us to understand the interaction between an RBP and its RNA targets, and to decipher the mechanism of post-transcriptional regulation. Experimental methods have been used to generate protein-RNA binding data for a number of RBPs in vivo and in vitro. Utilizing the binding data, a couple of computational methods have been developed to detect the RNA sequence or structure preferences of the RBPs. However, the majority of RBPs have not yet been experimentally characterized and lack RNA binding data. For these poorly studied RBPs, the identification of their binding preferences cannot be performed by most existing computational methods because the experimental binding data are prerequisite to these methods. Results: Here we propose a new method based on co-evolution to predict the sequence preferences for the poorly studied RBPs, waiving the requirement of their binding data. First, we demonstrate the co-evolutionary relationship between RBPs and their RNA partners. We then present a K-nearest neighbors (KNN) based algorithm to infer the sequence preference of an RBP using only the preference information from its homologous RBPs. By benchmarking against several in vitro and in vivo datasets, our proposed method outperforms the existing alternative which uses the closest neighbor's preference on all the datasets. Moreover, it shows comparable performance with two state-of-theart methods that require the presence of the experimental binding data. Finally, we demonstrate the usage of this method to infer sequence preferences for novel proteins which have no binding preference information available. Conclusion: For a poorly studied RBP, the current methods used to determine its binding preference need experimental data, which is expensive and time consuming. Therefore, determining RBP's preference is not practical in many situations. This study provides an economic solution to infer the sequence preference of such protein based on the co-evolution. The source codes and related datasets are available at https://github.com/syang11/KNN.
challenge. Currently, most experimental methods employ microarray [4] or next-generation sequencing [6] to assay the corresponding RNA sequence information of an RBP. Although there are methods such as icSHAPE [7] that can determine RNA structures, RNA structure data is not captured in most experimental methods, and it is usually predicted from sequence data using algorithms such as RNAshapes [8] and RNAplfold [9] . Given the experimental data as input, a number of computational methods have been developed to build binding preference models. Those methods can be roughly classified into two categories: (1) methods focusing on sequence models, i.e. considering RNA sequence information alone for binding preference [10] [11] [12] ; (2) methods focusing on sequence and structure models, i.e. considering both RNA sequence and structure information for binding preference [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Some representative methods are summarized in Table 1 .
For an RBP of interest, all the methods in Table 1 require the RBP's experimental binding data as input to directly determine the preference. We call these methods "direct" methods to distinguish them from "inferred" methods that predict the preference indirectly from other RBPs with known preferences. The latter category is the focus of this paper. The binding preference of a novel or poorly studied RBP that only has amino acid sequence available could not be predicted by any of the "direct" methods. To the best of our knowledge, only one study has suggested an "inferred" workaround for such case [5] . As Table 1 Representative computational methods for RBP binding preference prediction Method Input data Ref Highlight
DeepBind RNAcompete [10] Learning sequence preference as the convolution function in a deep convolutional neural network MEMERIS SELEX [13] Estimating sequence preference (PWM) with single-stranded structure context by maximum likelihood estimation Li et al. RIP-chip [14] Predicting sequence preference (consensus) with single-stranded structure context by iterative refinement
RNAcontext RNAcompete [15] Learning a joint model with PWM for sequence preference and probability vector for structure preference GraphProt CLIP-seq [16] Learning sequence and structure preference using graph encoding and graph-kernel SVM RCK RNAcompete [17] Extending RNAcontext using position-dependent k-mer model for sequence and structure preference observed by Ray et al. in this study, RBPs that have identity > 70% in their RNA-binding domain sequences have similar target RNA sequence motifs. Hence, the authors assumed that the sequence preference (represented by position weight matrix (PWM) [18] ) of a poorly studied RBP would be the same as a well-studied RBP if more than 70% of the sequences within their RNA-binding domains are identical. Based on this assumption, Ray et al. inferred sequence preferences for poorly studied RBPs across 288 sequenced eukaryotes. These binding preferences were deposited into the cisBP-RNA database [19] . Nevertheless, this inference only provides a crude estimation, and could not work for RBPs that do not have highly homologous RBPs. In spite of the obvious limitations of this method, it implies the conserved correlation between RBP sequences and their RNA binding targets along evolution. In this paper we introduce a machine learning approach to predict the sequence preference for poorly studied RBPs. The proposed approach is an "inferred" method that utilizes co-evolution between the RBPs and their binding RNAs. The use of co-evolution has not yet been explored between the RBPs and their binding RNAs, although it has been widely studied in protein-protein interactions [20, 21] and DNA-protein interactions [22, 23] . In general, mutations in either the RBP or the RNA target may weaken their interactions, potentially leading to abnormality in organisms. In fact, a number of diseases have been previously reported to be linked to the mis-regulation or malfunction of specific RNA-protein interactions [1] . Thus in order to maintain the important interactions in organisms during evolution, crucial mutations in one interacting partner might be rescued by compensatory changes in the other partner. This concept is known as co-evolution, also known as correlated evolution or co-variation. Since there are not enough in vivo data available to test the co-evolution in RNA-protein interactions, we first use an in vitro dataset [5] of more than 200 RBPs to show that a significant correlation is observed between RBPs and their binding preferences. Then based on such correlation, we introduce a K-nearest neighbors algorithm to predict the sequence preference (represented by a PWM) for an RBP, using PWMs of the homologous neighbors as input. We evaluate the algorithm through a set of tests on the RBPs with known in vivo or in vitro binding data. We compare the KNN algorithm with (1) the alternative "inferred" approach in Ray et al.'s study [5] which used the closest neighbor's preference (i.e. 1NN approach), (2) two state-of-the-art "direct" methods: DeepBind which represents the methods focusing on sequence preference [10] , and RCK which represents the methods focusing on sequence-and-structure preference [17] . Our algorithm outperforms 1NN on all in vivo and in vitro datasets that have been tested, and even performs comparably on in vivo test sets in comparison to the "direct" methods DeepBind and RCK. In addition, we extend the RCK program to plug in our predicted PWMs as its sequence preference, in order to further incorporate structure preference. We show that the extended method performs comparably with DeepBind and RCK on in vitro test sets with smaller model and far less training time. Finally, we demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to predict binding preference for poorly studied RBPs, and we predict binding preferences for 1000 RBPs which do not have experimental data available.
Methods

Datasets in vitro dataset
The first dataset was derived from a previously published RNAcompete study conducted by Ray et al. [5] . This study published results of 244 in vitro RNAcompete experiments for 207 RBPs from 24 eukaryotes. For each experiment, the study measured the RBP binding intensity for approximately 240,000 RNA probe sequences. Position frequency matrices were derived using top 10 probes for each experiment [5] . Many previous methods including 1NN, DeepBind, RCK/RNAcontext were all trained and tested on this dataset. We used the position frequency matrices in this dataset to form our training set, and the probes to form our in vitro testing set.
We performed several pre-processing steps on this dataset. We first filtered out proteins which contain more than one type of RNA-binding domains or protein families with too few members. We also removed the experiments with customized protein constructs to retain only the proteins with full-length (FL) or RNAbinding region (RBR, core binding region containing all RNA-binding domains in a protein), because Ray et al. cloned RBPs in different types of constructs [5] . In addition, for each RNAcompete experiment, probes with intensities above the 99.95th percentile were considered outliers and were clamped to the value of the 99.95th percentile as suggested in the studies of DeepBind and RCK [10, 17] . These steps made sure that we focus on the evolution of one protein family at a time and measure at both the FL sequence and the RBR levels. As a result, 200 out of the original 244 experiments remained after the pre-processing, which corresponds to the two largest RBP families known, the RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) family (177 in total: 126 RBR and 51 FL) and the Khomology (KH) family (23 in total: 15 RBR and 8 FL). We call this dataset the InVitro dataset for convenience. It covers RBPs from 24 diverse eukaryotes including animal, fungi, plant, and protist groups. The top three species with the most entries are human (74), Drosophila (56), C. elegans (10), etc. The detailed composition is listed in the Additional file 1. A summary of the InVitro dataset is shown in Table 2 . 
RBP binding preference model Sequence preference
In this study, we used PWMs as our sequence preference representations. A PWM is a 4 (one for each nucleotide) by k (one for each position in a motif ) matrix of base compositions (probabilities), which assumes position independence. Despite the fact that there are more advanced representations of binding preference which have weaker assumptions and capture more spatial relation [10, 16, 17] , PWM has been the most commonly used representation, especially when integrating different models from various sources [19, 26] . We collected the position frequency matrices from the InVitro dataset, and converted them to PWMs with identical length (7) [22] (more details in Additional file 2: Supplementary Note). Then, for an RBP x of interest, we infer its PWM from its homologous PWMs using the KNN algorithm introduced below, without looking at x's binding data like probe sequences, intensity values, etc.
Here we present our KNN based algorithm for sequence preference prediction. Suppose we are interested in a poorly characterized RBP x which only has its amino acid sequence available, eg. a novel protein that is newly discovered to be associated with certain disease. If we can find some of x's homologous RBPs (either orthologs or paralogs, denoted by set H) that have known PWMs and map x to these RBPs by sequence identity, then we can predict the PWM of x with a non-parametric method similar to the K-nearest neighbors regression:
1 Compute a pairwise similarity w i between RBP x and each RBP h i in H, based on the sequence identity. 2 Sort h i in descending order in terms of w i . 3 Find a K value which denotes the number of the nearest neighbors. 4 For the K nearest RBPs h 1 , .., h K with similarities w 1 , .., w K and PWMs PWM 1 , .., PWM K , predict x's PWM with each cell (i, j) in PWM x a weighted average:
Intuitively, our KNN algorithm assumes the RBPs and their binding motifs co-evolved perfectly, and infers the probability in each cell of the new PWM as a weighted average with weights equal to the similarities of protein sequences. The algorithm computes the sequence similarities using ClustalW [27] . Like the typical KNN algorithm, the proposed algorithm goes over different K values to find the optimal K (optK) for each RBP by cross validation. In this case, the different K values indicate different evolutionary distances between RBPs. Note the K (upper case) here denotes the number of neighbors and has nothing to do with the k (lowercase) in k-mer. In addition, to be consistent with the previous RNAcompete papers [4, 5] , we used a similar approach as theirs to assign a score to an RNA sequence using a PWM. The predicted PWM with the length k (k was fixed to 7 in our case) assigns a score for any k-mer RNA sequence by taking the product of the PWM entries corresponding to each base in the k-mer. For an RNA sequence s with length |s| > k, the proposed algorithm scans s using the PWM to compute a RBP-binding score y for the entire sequence:
index(s l ) returns the PWM's row index for base s l . The use of f (a) guarantees that only k-mers with high scores are retained. This y score is used as our prediction for the binding intensity of an RNA probe.
Sequence-and-structure preference
Since the RNA structure is known to play a significant role in RNA-protein interactions [2, 28, 29] and more experimentally measured RNA structure data may be available in the future [7] , we provide the flexibility of incorporating structure information with our predicted PWM. We chose to extend the recently published RCK program [17] which can infer both the sequence and the structure preferences using a k-mer based model. There are several reasons for choosing RCK: (1) it has a sequence-and-structure model with clear interpretation of each part; (2) it is suitable to plug in our PWM; (3) it was reported to have superior performance among others [17] . We modified the RCK's sequence model so that it can take our PWM as input and use the parameters derived from our PWM instead of learning from sequence data. We then trained a joint model with the structure preference incorporated. In spite of the fact that our PWM was inferred without looking at the target RBP's binding data, the rest of the model parameters were directly trained on the RBP's RNAcompete probe data. Thus, this method is still a "direct" method. In addition, the RNA structure distribution was predicted computationally by a variant of RNAplfold [9, 15] . For simplicity, we call our modified RCK version KNN-RCK. For each RBP x, KNN-RCK fits a model on x's RNAcompete experiment data which consists of a set of probes and their binding intensities to x. Here an RNAcompete probe with length |s| is encoded as a vector s of nucleotides and a vector p of structural probabilities. We left the other parts of the RCK model untouched and focused on the sequence preference part F seq (·) which is a logistic function that estimates the probability of a given k-mer subsequence being bound by x:
where s t+1:t+k is the k-mer subsequence starting at t + 1 on s, φ s t+1:t+k is the score parameter for this k-mer, and b is simply a bias term. b, φ ∈ . For a given k, RCK assumes position dependence, and has a score parameter for each possible k-mer. Thus, φ has 4 k parameters. For instance, if k = 5, φ would be a vector of parameters for all 5-mers: like φ AAAAA = 0.03, φ CAAAA = 1.20, φ GAAAA = −2.11, etc. In KNN-RCK, we have a PWM with length k, which assumes position independence and thus has 4×k parameters instead of 4 k . In order to convert the PWM to φ, we used the PWM to score each possible k-mer m by simply multiplying the relevant probabilities at each position:
where index(m l ) returns the PWM's row index for base m l . When training KNN-RCK, we assigned these scores to φ at the initialization stage, and removed φ from parameter optimization. The rest parameters were still optimized the same way as in RCK.
Assessing co-evolution in RNA-protein interaction
To test if the evolutions of the RBPs and their binding sequence preferences are correlated, we used a similar approach as in our previous study for measuring co-evolution between the transcription factors and their binding sites [22] . This approach was derived from the "mirror tree" method originally used in protein-protein co-evolution [30] . In brief, to assess the correlation, we derived a pairwise sequence similarity matrix for proteins and a pairwise similarity matrix for PWMs, then we computed a Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) between these two matrices as the measure of co-evolution [30] . Each PWM represented a set of RNA targets for an RBP. Since this approach is basically the same as our previous study and is not the focus here, the details are described in the Additional file 2: Supplementary Note.
Evaluating prediction performance
We evaluated our predicted binding preference through a series of tests on the in vitro and in vivo datasets. Firstly, for the in vitro testing, we performed leave-one-out validation for all the proteins in our InVitro dataset. Each time for an experiment with the target RBP x, we pretended not to have the binding data for x and trained a PWM with our KNN algorithm using only the homologous proteins' PWMs. In the original study of Ray et al. [5] , the probes in the InVitro dataset were split into two sets A and B which have similar sizes and k-mer coverages. We trained our KNN on the homologous PWMs derived from set A, and selected the optimal K value using 2-fold cross-validation on the probes (and intensities) from A. Then we tested on the probes (and intensities) from B. Since the probe intensities are continuous, the performance was evaluated by PCC between the predicted and the real intensities. In the DeepBind and the RCK papers, these two methods were also trained on set A and tested on B using PCC, except they were directly trained on the target RBP's probe data [10, 17] . So we just used their published performance results. In addition, we also trained our KNN-RCK algorithm the same way as RCK did in its paper to incorporate the structure preference.
The more important evaluation is the in vivo testing. All the methods were trained on the complete InVitro dataset (set A+B) then tested on the two in vivo datasets, respectively. Since RNA sequences in the InVivo-Ray and InVivoAURA datasets were labeled as bound and unbound, the performance was evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). For the InVivoRay dataset, there were 6 InVitro RBPs with each corresponding to multiple in vivo test sets. The previous Ray et al. study selected the test set with the best performance for each RBP [5] . Here, we simply took the average performance of all the test sets for each case, and obtained 16 entries from the total 32. To be consistent with the RCK paper [17] , we used 2-fold cross-validation to determine RCK's hyper-parameter width (4-7) on the entire InVitro dataset, and then tested on the InVivoRay dataset with optimal width. The DeepBind study did the same evaluation procedure as ours to test on the InVivo-Ray dataset [10] . So we again used the performance results in the DeepBind paper. For the InVivoAURA dataset, we tested DeepBind using its published pre-trained preference models since its training took too long. We ran DeepBind with '-average' option turned on to be consistent with the DeepBind paper [10] . For the RBPs in the InVivoAURA that did not overlap with the InVitro dataset (i.e. novel RBPs), DeepBind and RCK could not deal with such cases. We used the preference model of the nearest neighbor available for each novel RBP instead, i.e. the same idea as 1NN.
Results
Correlation between the RBPs and their RNA targets
First we tested the co-evolution in RNA-protein interactions. Since the RRM and the KH families are the two families composing our InVitro dataset, we focused on them to assess such correlation. As described earlier, the protein constructs in the InVitro dataset were either FL sequences or RBR fragments. Hence, we separated the cases of RRM-FL, RRM-RBR, KH-FL, and KH-RBR for the analysis.
As shown in Table 3 , the values under the PCC column stand for the measured co-evolutions. To assess the significance of the PCC value, we used a nonparametric rank test and a parametric test as suggested in Yang et al.'s study [22] (Additional file 2: Supplementary Note). In both tests, the KH-FL and the RRM-FL sets showed significant correlation with p-value< 0.05 and p-value< 0.01, respectively. In the nonparametric test, the KH-RBR and the RRM-RBR sets showed significant correlations with p-value< 0.05 (*). The parametric test is more stringent: the KH-RBR set had a p-value = 0.158 and the RRM-RBR set had a p-value = 0.057, which was close to 0.05 significant level. The fact that the FL level displayed more significant correlations than the RBR level may indicate that: although the binding domain is the most relevant factor to the RNA contacting, the rest of the protein sequence might have a long range effect on the RNA recognition and binding, which would provide additional evolutionary information. In addition, since each of the RRM-FL, the RRM-RBR, the KH-FL, and the KH-RBR sets contains proteins from multiple species, we also controlled the effects of speciation and confirmed the observed correlations were not due to speciation (Additional file 2: Supplementary Note and Figure S1 ). In summary, we observed strong correlations between the RBPs and their PWMs in our InVitro dataset.
Performance of our "inferred" method for preference prediction
In order to assess the ability of our method in predicting the binding preference for novel or poorly characterized RBPs, first we applied our KNN algorithm to the RBPs with known binding data and demonstrated the ability of our algorithm. We compared the performance of our method with 1NN, DeepBind and RCK on the InVitro and InVivoRay datasets.
Our method is more accurate than the alternative "inferred" method
To compare with the alternative "inferred" method 1NN, we evaluated the performances of our KNN with K = optK and K = 1. The 1NN case corresponds to the method used in Ray et al.'s study [5] . We first gauged the in vitro performances on the 200 experiments in the InVitro dataset. As described in the Methods section, we did it in a leave-one-out fashion. As shown in Fig. 1 (a In addition, we compared the performance of our KNN predicted PWMs with the left-out original PWMs derived by Ray et al. [5] . As shown in Fig. 1b , our KNN predicted PWMs performed much better (p-value around 10 −10 ) even than the original left-out PWMs. This is encouraging because for each protein x in the dataset, its original PWM was derived directly from the RNAcompete probes, while its KNN inferred PWM was derived indirectly without the probe information but only using the homologous proteins' original PWMs. Moreover, since the in vitro performance was trained and tested on the same type of RNAcompete data, we then investigated whether the PWMs trained on the RNAcomplete data generalized well on the in vivo data, which is a more important task for the RNAprotein interaction study. As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 2 , when evaluated on the 32 in vivo entries in the InVivoRay dataset, the PWMs predicted by KNN achieved an average AUC 0.818, comparing to 1NN AUC 0.736. The corresponding p-value was < 0.05 from a paired t-test. Thus, in general, we observed a strong improvement of using our KNN algorithm as opposed to the 1NN. This also confirmed that the co-evolution detected from the in vitro data also exists in vivo.
Our method is comparable to the state-of-the-art "direct" methods
Next we compared the performance of our "inferred" method to the "direct" methods DeepBind and RCK. For the in vitro binding prediction, as we can find in Table 4 and Fig. 1c , the performance of DeepBind (average PCC = 0.429) and RCK (average PCC = 0.484) were much better than our KNN (average PCC = 0.257). However, both the "direct" methods DeepBind and RCK were trained to predict the RNAcompete probe intensity, and were directly optimized to minimize the difference between the predicted and the real probe intensities as the objective function. Our KNN was not trained to directly predict the intensity, which was obviously disadvantageous when using the intensity as evaluation criteria.
To make the comparison fairer, we evaluated our KNN-RCK which was also trained to directly predict the RNAcompete probe intensity. As a result, we got an average PCC = 0.417 which was much closer to DeepBind (no statistically significant difference) and RCK (still significantly stronger), with much less training time. When trained on one RNAcompete experiment (using set A only) on the same machine, KNN-RCK took < 1 hr (53min on average over a subset of 14 experiments); RCK took 3-4 hrs (220min on average), both with the hyper-parameter width = 7. The time was evaluated on a single Intel Xeon E5-2690 (2.90GHz) CPU with 8GB RAM. DeepBind is not comparable regarding the time since it needs GPU for training, which is much more computationally intensive. In our empirical test, DeepBind did not finish training in 24 hrs. The time was based on a single NVIDIA Tesla M2070s GPU (5.5 GB memory) of a 12-CPU Intel Xeon E5694 (2.53GHz) machine with 23GB RAM. It is also worth noting that the sizes of our models (i.e. number of parameters) are much smaller than the models fitted by DeepBind and RCK ( [5] . c Box plot of PCCs for different methods including KNN, 1NN [5] , DeepBind [10] , RCK [17] , and KNN-RCK. The vertical dashed line separates boxes for methods requiring only the target RBP's homologous binding information for training to the left, and methods requiring the target RBP's explicit binding data for training to the right. In each box, the dashed green line denotes the mean, and the brown line denotes the median has a PWM as its model which contains only 4 × k (k was fixed to 7) parameters; DeepBind typically has thousands of parameters (depending on the settings of its many hyper-parameters); RCK has about 4 k sequence parameters (k is within 3-7, determined through cross validation), and 4 k × c (c is the number of structural contexts, and by default equals to 5) structure parameters (plus a few regression terms); KNN-RCK is smaller than RCK since using PWM computed scores as the sequence model, and has about 4 k × c + 4 × k parameters. Moreover, we also compared the in vivo binding prediction. As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 2, KNN , RCK and DeepBind showed comparable performance. Our KNN method had the highest AUC (0.818) on average, which was significantly better than RCK (AUC 0.708, p-value around 10 −4 ), and also slightly better than DeepBind (AUC 0.791). This may reflect that the complicated models like DeepBind and RCK have a higher variance in prediction and tend to overfit to the training data compared to the simple models like KNN. We also compared the performance of our KNN predicted PWMs with the original PWMs derived by Ray et al. [5] . On the InVivoRay dataset, the original PWMs got an average AUC = 0.785, and was again worse than KNN (0.818, p-value = 0.019). Besides, KNN-RCK (AUC 0.664) was significantly worse than KNN (AUC 0.818) in this test (p-value around 10 −6 ). The reasons for the sequence-and-structure preference models like RCK and KNN-RCK not performing as well as the sequence preference models like DeepBind and KNN may be that: (1) As the training data, the RNAcompete probes were designed to be short (30-41 nt) and have weak secondary structures. While as the testing data, the RNA segments from CLIP/RIP experiments were usually much longer (many > 1000 nt) and tended to form much more structures (also harder for computational structure prediction) [5] . (2) The RNA sequences in InVivoRay were only transcript segments which did not include flanking regions so that the predicted structures might be inaccurate. These also reflected the limitation of RCK (and KNN-RCK) which requires not only the binding sequence data but also the accurate structure annotation to be available to make a decent prediction. In summary, the results here showed that although our KNN method requires only homologous proteins' PWMs as input, its performance was comparable to the much more complicated state-of-the-art methods when testing on in vivo binding data.
In addition, we further utilized KNN-RCK's binding preference model to assess the relative importance of the sequence or the structure feature alone, regarding binding prediction. Note that although DeepBind represents the sequence-based methods and RCK represents the sequence-and-structure methods, we cannot simply compare the performance of DeepBind with RCK to assess the relative importance since their models and training algorithms are very different. So we did the assessment under KNN-RCK's unitary framework to control the irrelevant effects. The results were presented and discussed in the Additional file 2: Supplementary Note and Figure S2 .
Case study: our method infers PWM for novel proteins
Here we used the InVivoAURA dataset as a case study to further demonstrate the ability of our KNN algorithm to predict the binding preference for the novel or poorly studied RBPs. As introduced in the Methods section, this dataset contains 9 sets of lncRNA-protein interactions (on average > 1000 nt long, entire 3'UTR/5'UTR) with 3 out of them having no RNAcompete information. As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 3a , overall KNN (average AUC = 0.714) performed the best among all four methods (1NN:0.682, DeepBind:0.671, RCK:0.539) and was significantly better than 1NN (p-value = 0.021) and RCK (p-value = 0.035). To elaborate, we first looked at the two RBPs ELAVL1 and QKI which have known RNAcompete binding data (ELAVL1 corresponds to RNCMPT00032, RNCMPT00112, RNCMPT00117, RNCMPT00136, RNCMPT00274; QKI corresponds to RNCMPT00047) to train. As shown in Fig. 3b , for ELAVL1, all four programs KNN, 1NN, DeepBind and RCK gave similar AUCs with KNN slightly better than the rest (KNN still significantly better than 1NN with p-value = 0.014); then for QKI, KNN also had the highest AUC (0.718) with DeepBind very close to it (0.709). Next, for the remaining three RBPs (NCL, TNRC6B, TNRC6C), there was no RNAcomepte data available, which served as the case for the poorly studied proteins. Since all three RBPs can be mapped to the a b c Fig. 3 Performance in predicting in vivo binding on the InVivoAURA dataset. For each RBP, all methods were trained on the InVitro dataset and tested on the InVivoAURA dataset. Performance was measured by AUC of the predicted and real (CLIP) binary labels. a Box plot of AUCs for different methods including KNN, DeepBind [10] , 1NN [5] , and RCK [17] . The vertical dashed line separates boxes for methods requiring only the target RBP's homologous binding information for training to the left, and methods requiring the target RBP's explicit binding data for training to the right. In each box, the dashed green line denotes the mean, and the brown line denotes the median. b Bar plot of AUCs for RBPs (named by model IDs) with explicit binding data available for training. c Bar plot of AUCs for RBPs with no binding data but only homologous binding information available for training. b and c are the performances breakdown for each group of RBPs (well studied, poorly studied) from a RRM family (FL) based on the protein sequence identity, we could use our KNN method as before to predict the PWMs for them. Here we predicted with a fixed K = 7 (average of opt-K values over all experiments from training) to find the proper homologous proteins' PWMs in the InVitro dataset. For DeepBind and RCK, since they did not have the corresponding InVitro data to train, we used the model of the nearest neighbor from the InVitro dataset for each of the three RBPs (NCL:RNCMPT00009, TNRC6B:RNCMPT00094, TNRC6C:RNCMPT00179). Our KNN method performed the best in all three cases (Fig. 3c ). Especially, it outperformed DeepBind and RCK by a large margin (except for DeepBind in TNRC6C), which suggested the capability and necessity of our KNN method for the poorly studied proteins. Finally, after demonstrating the capability of our KNN method, we made inference of PWMs for 1000 poorly studied RBPs selected from cisBP-RNA database [19] . These RBPs contain either KH or RRM RNA-binding domain, from a diverse range of eukaryotes. They were categorized as "inferred" in the "motif evidence" menu in the cisBP-RNA database, and were previously inferred for their binding preferences by 1NN method [5] . We predicted the PWMs for these proteins by KNN and expected the new PWMs would be more accurate than the previous 1NN inferred ones. The PWMs are available on our website.
Discussion
The main contribution of this study is to predict the binding preferences for poorly characterized RBPs by utilizing co-evolution. It would be ideal if we could directly determine an RBP's preference from its experimental binding data. However, such data is currently missing for most proteins. So here we explore how to indirectly infer the preferences for poorly studied RBPs in the absence of their binding data. We conducted a co-evolutionary analysis on an in vitro RNAcompete dataset which is the largest RNA-protein binding dataset by far and is known to correlate well with the in vivo data [4, 5] . Based on the existence of such co-evolution, we proposed a KNN algorithm to integrate the binding preferences of the homologs into the binding preference prediction. We then benchmarked its performance on the in vivo as well as the in vitro binding data available, and compared it with several representative "direct" and "inferred" methods. The performance was especially well on the in vivo data. By taking an independent lncRNA dataset as a case study, we further demonstrated how to use the algorithm for poorly studied RBPs which do not have binding data in practice.
To predict the binding preference for a poorly studied RBP, our method requires the presence of a set of homologs with known preferences. Although the existing datasets, such as the InVitro RNAcompete dataset, provide good sources of homologous proteins with PWMs, the homologous data is still very limited for most RBPs. So currently, for a query RBP, our method uses the InVitro dataset as the source and combines information of both orthologs and paralogs from it to make preference predictions. However, the idea underlying our KNN method is that the homologous RBPs highly co-evolve with their binding motifs subject to the evolutionary selection. It was derived from the famous "mirror tree" approach to measure protein-protein co-evolution [30] , which uses the orthologs only. We relaxed this requirement here due to the limited availability of data. If more orthologs data become available in the future, our method will be restricted to use orthologs only.
It is desirable to understand how the KNN method works in terms of the number of neighbors (i.e. homologs). Here we provide some intuition. As described in the Method section, the optimal number of neighbors to use in the algorithm is determined by cross validation. The question is why some RBPs have small optK values (eg. optK = 1) while others need much larger values (eg. optK = 30). We make the general observation that the closer the neighbors to the target RBP, the smaller the number of neighbors needed to make the prediction. To illustrate this observation, we use the RRM-FL set from in vitro testing as an example. In Fig. 4a , the x-axis shows the global sequence similarity between the target RBP and the nearest neighbor (1NN). In the RRM-FL set, there are 51 RBPs. We sorted the 1NN similarity values and put them into five bins. The y-axis shows the performance (PCC) of using 1NN for preference prediction. The right-hand-side bins corresponding to more similar 1NN neighbors show better performance in general. And when the 1NN similarity is low, the prediction performance by using 1NN only is poor. The red dashed line connects the mean value of each bin in Fig. 4a . There is a positive correlation (0.30) between the 1NN similarity and the prediction performance (p-value< 0.05). To generalize from using 1NN only for prediction to the proposed algorithm of using optK for prediction, Fig. 4b shows a general anti-correlation (−0.17) between the optimal number of neighbors needed and the similarity to the nearest neighbor. While the x-axis in Fig. 4b is the same as that in Fig. 4a , the y-axis shows the optimal number of neighbors (optK). The right-hand-side bins generally require smaller numbers of neighbors for prediction. And when a b Fig. 4 Analyses of the number of homologous RBPs and their sequence similarities to the target RBP for the KNN algorithm. The figure is based on the RRM-FL set from the InVitro dataset. a Box plot of the preference prediction performances for five different sequence similarity bins. The x-axis shows the similarity between the target RBP and the nearest neighbor (1NN) . The y-axis shows the in vitro performance (PCCs) of using 1NN for preference prediction. The red dashed line connects the mean value of each bin. A significant correlation (0.3, p-value< 0.05) was observed between the PCC and the sequence similarity values. b Box plot of the number of neighbors needed for five different sequence similarity bins. The x-axis is the same as that in a. The y-axis denotes the optimal number of neighbors (optK) to use in the KNN algorithm. The optK value was determined through cross validation. A negative correlation (-0.17) was observed between the optK and the sequence similarity values the 1NN similarity is low, a larger number of neighbors are needed.
Although an RNA molecule could fold onto itself to form functionally important structures, we focus on the sequence preference of RNA in this study. One main reason is that there are too few experimentally determined structure data available at this moment. Moreover, the computationally predicted RNA structure tends to be less accurate for longer sequence [31] . Another reason is that many RBPs are sequence-specific and essentially bind to single-stranded RNAs [2] , such as RRM and KH family in this study. However, as we expect that more structure data will be available in the future, we provide the KNN-RCK algorithm to recruit structure features as well. We can assess the importance of structure or sequence information alone for binding preference prediction using KNN-RCK.
In general, predicting RBPs' binding preferences is challenging, especially for the RBPs with no available experimental binding data. The simple KNN method we introduced here exhibits considerable potential for this task, and can be further extended in several directions. Firstly, one limitation of the current version is that the widths of all the PWMs are fixed to be the same. It may be interesting to make the width of the PWMs an variable that can be tuned for different RBPs. Furthermore, when predicting preferences for novel RBPs with no binding data, the optK value for KNN is currently fixed to an empirical value for different RBPs. It would be interesting to explore more about the co-evolutionary relationship to see if we could customize the optK for each novel RBP. Finally, our KNN algorithm is ready to be used in other scenarios such as the transcription factor binding preference detection. The binding preference model in our KNN does not have to be PWMs, and could be replaced by other models (like the k-mer model in RCK, or the convolution function in DeepBind) instead. In general, this study provides a flexible framework to investigate the dynamics of the nucleotide-protein interactions in cell through evolution, and supplies a practical solution that is easy to use for the research community.
